
Our company is hiring for a reservations manager. We appreciate you taking the
time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t
fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of
experience.

Responsibilities for reservations manager

To create an on-going effort to enhance myPlace Canada through personal
actions and by contributing ideas to support on-going improvement
To be willing to provide training and instruction to other members of the
team and the operation by passing along skills and information to assist in
the development and advancement of the team
To act independently to analyze problems that may occur and develop and
share plans to overcome challenges
To make sound and logical decisions to choose an appropriate course of
action based on the parameters of the situation at hand
Achieve continuous team improvement in conversion, calls per hour and
revenue per call while continuously focusing on meeting and exceeding
myPlace Canada goals
To track guest enquiries/guest transactions for period statistics
To maintain an orderly filing system, both manual and electronic
To demonstrate initiative in solving customer concerns by way of
empowerment
To maintain a tradition and attitude of having the desire to provide excellent
service to all customers and associates this in turn will support their efforts to
provide excellent service to customers and to other associates
Analyze performance reports and daily statistical reports to implement
actions as required
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Quantitative degree a plus
Proficient in verbal and written Arabic and English
Has work related experience along with 4 to 7 years work experience in a Call
Center, sales, or customer support environment demonstrated proficiency in
multiple disciplines/processes related to the position
Must have an understanding of Quality control and assurance guidelines and
proficiency in recognizing and resolving problems or inconsistencies in
transactions
This role requires the ability in leading work teams and/or technical staff
Minimum one year experience in a management role overseeing a team of 20
people or more


